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Abstract – within the context of outcome-based engi- in engineering programs. However, the influence of enneering education program, the role of open-ended design gineers is profound in all aspects of society. Their innoin developing engineering design skills is discussed. In par- vations and products are present in healthcare (robotic
ticular, the importance of the ability in identification and surgery, artificial implants), the environment (clean waassessment of need and corresponding problem definition ter/air filtration), communications (cell phones, broadin the design process is explored. It is shown that only casting industry; social media), manufacturing (automowith the open-ended design projects will the engineering tive, light/heavy rail, aerospace), and banking (online
students get a chance of gaining first-hand experience with banking; debit machines; stock markets), among other arthe need analysis of real-life engineering problems and so- eas. While engineers constitute only a small proportion of
cietal challenges. The potential of leveraging the open- the total population, the broad application of engineering
ended design projects for developing entrepreneurial skill products aﬀects all members of society. The expectations
in engineering students is discussed. Examples of success and responsibilities of engineers to address societal welfare
stories in turning engineering final-year open-ended design needs are significant, and their readiness to identify, synproject to successful start-up companies are presented.

thesize, and solve engineering problems in society is the
key to meeting these expectations. The foundation for

1

INTRODUCTION

such readiness must be built through engineering education programs. And because the impact of an engineers

Engineering programs represent only a small portion of
higher education programs, but the impact of their out-

training extends so widely, the quality of engineering education aﬀects us all.

put on societal welfare is tremendous. Of the 1.3 million
[1] students enrolled in accredited programs in Canadian

There are two broad types of engineering education

universities in 2015, only 82,000 [2] (less than 6.5%) were programs:Content-based programs, and outcome-based
programs.content-based programs were developed durH. Jahed is with the Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineering
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ing the early days of engineering education. The focus of
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engineers to be technically proficient in their field. Tradi- and feel/model (aﬀective) by the end of the program or
tionally, following completion of these programs, engineers course of study [3]. In addition to the integration of pracwould undergo 612 months of training to build the practi- tical training components, the main diﬀerence between
cal skills that would complement the theoretical expertise outcome- and content-based programs is in their connecgained through the program. However, this model was not tivity and coherence. In the content-based program, many
eﬀective in some countries, particularly where graduates

engineering topics are presented, in the form of diﬀerent

did not have wide access to such training, or industries did courses, which are disparate and disjointed from one annot have the resources and flexibility to oﬀering a year-long other. In such courses, there is no emphasis on the intertraining term, so graduates entering the work force were actions between subjects. In the outcome-based program,
lacking practical experience. While this model worked well however, the connectivity between courses is an essential
in North America for some time, companies typically can and integral feature. The students, through projects and
no longer aﬀord to oﬀer year-long training programs. In case studies, use the knowledge from a number of related
its place, the introduction of coop placements has proven courses to review real-life cases and build actual products.
to be very eﬀective in developing deeper learning of engi- Through these activities, students gain a deeper and more
neering concepts as well as more practical, hands-on ex- practical understanding of the subjects, the eﬀect of which
perience. In recent years, the combination of coop/intern is greater than the sum of the parts of what they would
placements with traditional learning paradigms has led to learn in the individual courses. This holistic training prothe creation of outcome-based programs.

vides students with a wider set of tools to use and a vari-

An open-ended design is a project conceived and de- ety of perspectives to consider when faced with a problem.
fined by the students (as oppose to professor) from its In an outcome-based program, student learning outcomes
inception point to its final proof-of-concept verification. catalog the overarching ”products” of the program and are
Within the context of outcome-based programs, the role the evidence that the goals or objectives were achieved [4].
of open-ended design projects in developing engineering

The program is centered on the notion of an ideal prod-

skill sets that are not taught in lecture halls is examined uct. An ideal product may be defined as an individual
herein. The link between the ability of identifying and who has demonstrated competence in engineering sciences;
assessing need and corresponding problem definition in a who has the ability to use appropriate knowledge and
design process with open-ended design project is explored. skills to identify, formulate, analyze, and solve complex
The potential of leveraging the open-ended design projects engineering problems with appropriate attention to health
for developing entrepreneurial skill in engineering students and safety risks, applicable standards, and economic, enviis discussed. Examples of success stories in turning engi-

ronmental, cultural and societal considerations; and who

neering final-year open-ended design projects to successful has an understanding of the roles and responsibilities of
start-up companies are presented.

the professional engineer in society, especially the primary
role of protection of the public and the public interest [5].

2

Most North American and European engineering schools

OUTCOME-BASED ENGINEERING PRO-

have moved from, or are in the process of moving from, a

GRAM

content-based program to an outcome-based program.
In the context of engineering programs, it is also im-

The focus of outcome-based program is on what stu-

dents will be able to know (cognitive), do (psychomotor), portant to consider the Intended Learning Objectives
Open Ended Design · · ·
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(ILOs). ILOs are descriptors of the knowledge, skills, 3

DESIGN PROJECTS

and values the students should gain through completion
of a given course or program. Knowledge ILOs comprise The value of design projects, and in particular open-ended
university-level mathematics, natural sciences (such as projects, can be demonstrated by considering the difphysics and chemistry), engineering fundamentals (such as ference between engineering science problems and design
statics, materials, circuits, and thermodynamics), and spe- problems. Engineering science problems are problems encialized engineering knowledge appropriate to a given pro- countered in engineering text books or similar academic
gram (for example, machine element design in mechanical materials. Their characteristics include a well-posed probengineering; steel structures in civil engineering; robotics lem; a unique solution with identifiable closure; and a narand control in mechatronics engineering; electromagnetic row/specific solution area. In contrast, design problems
fields & waves in electrical engineering; computer network are real-life engineering problems that are characterized
in computer engineering; and process control in chemical as follows: the problem is often poorly posed and amengineering). Skills ILOs include the development of ef- biguous; the solution is rarely unique; there is no readfective communication skills, hands-on skills, team work ily identifiable closure; and the solution areas are broad
and leadership skills, problem-solving skills for finding so- and multi-disciplinary in nature [6]. While engineering
lutions to complex and open-ended engineering problems, science problem solving skills are taught in classrooms,
and, in more recent years, entrepreneurial skills. Values the nature, demands, and ramifications of design probILOs encompass various aspects of the engineers profes- lems cannot be taught in lecture halls and must be learnt
sionalism in general (roles and responsibilities of the pro- through experience. Design projects with hands-on pracfessional engineer in society), and professional ethics, ac- tical components are essential for developing the skill set
countability, and equity in particular; as well as analysing to conduct investigations of complex problems by methods
social and environmental aspects of engineering activities, that include appropriate experiments, analysis and interand the importance of life-long learning.
pretation of data, and synthesis of information, in order
to design valid solutions that meet specified needs [4]. Today, engineering design is an integral part of engineering
The knowledge ILOs of engineering programs that are curricula in outcome-based programs. Many engineering
mainly based on content-based program is outstanding. programs, such as those across the Faculty of Engineering
This is evidenced by the successful performance of engi- at the University of Waterloo, have integrated design into
neering graduates of these programs in graduate programs their program by incorporating a design project into each
at universities around the world. However, the skills ILOs year of the four-year program. As Richards [7] suggested,
of engineering schools with content-based program do not design projects stimulate excitement in the students, and
achieve the same high standard of the knowledge ILOs. provides them with a series of activities to incite creativThe skills development ILOs would be greatly enhanced by ity and develop real-life problem solving skills. Through
the adoption of more engineering design courses/activities design projects, students are able to [6]: immerse themthroughout the program, and, more importantly, by incor- selves in a domain or problem; generate lots of ideas; use
porating open-ended design practise into the curriculum. tools for representations and thoughts (e.g., brainstormThe values ILOs are out of the scopes of the present arti- ing); synthesize ideas; avoid premature closure; [learn not
cle.
Open Ended Design · · ·

to] be afraid to be diﬀerent; be open and receptive to new
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ideas; do it; maintain a product orientation; indulge their 4

OPEN-ENDED DESIGN PROJECTS

diversions; reflect and review what they have done; and
have a chance to enjoy practising engineering. These ad- An open-ended design project is a project conceived and
vantages are tremendous, particularly among cultures that developed by the student. The project can be based on
prescribe to misconceptions about success for example, a need, normally presented in the form of a statement of
that there is a single, predetermined path that students dissatisfaction [5] identified by the student. Such a need
should follow as they transition from students to profes- may be identified through the students own personal exsional engineers which tend to stifle creativity. Hands-on perience, it may be an everyday challenge encountered in
design projects consistently generate excitement in stu- society, or it may be an attempt to improve an existing
dents, as they learn to approach engineering problems in product, based on the students own idea or an idea prooriginal and innovative ways. Design projects also repre- posed by a customer. Once the need is identified, the stusent a form of self-education, as they necessitate the ap- dent uses it as the basis for a design problem. In addition
plication of course content as an outside-of-the-classroom to the statement of need, the inherent components of openactivity [8]. Additionally, as students are faced with a new ended projects are: identification of design constraints and
problem and its associated constraints, they are forced to criteria, development of a problem statement, and project
experiment to find eﬀective ways to learn new concepts.

planning. Through this process, students begin to instinc-

In eﬀect, they develop learning skills, which not only serve tively examine their surroundings through the critical lens
them well during their training as engineers, but can con- of an engineer, and to take new approaches to solve the
tinue to be applied for lifelong learning [9].

problems they identify. They learn to see the familiar as

Because of the time constraints in a given semester, as strange and the strange as familiar on a regular basis and
well as resource limitations, design projects (other than not rush to spit back a single correct solution [10]. The creopen-ended design projects encountered in outcome-based ativity to envision new solutions to the worlds problems [8]
programs) are often pre-selected for students and are the is a key aspect of open-ended design. Open-ended design
same for all students in a cohort. While students gain projects compel engineering students to approach everyvaluable experience with design syntheses, analysis, im- day challenges and needs as opportunities to pay service
plementation, validation, and optimization, these projects to society by creating solutions to those challenges. They
lack other critical aspects of the design process: need iden- increase critical thinking; increase self-direction; provide
tification, need assessment, and problem definition. A higher comprehension and better skill development; create
pre-defined design project has already set the design con- self-motivated attitudes; enhance awareness of the benestraints and defined the design problem, such that the fits of teamwork; and provide a more active and enjoyable
statement of need, evaluation of the need, identification of learning process [11]. Above all, the satisfaction and sense
the limitations of the viable solutions, and generation of of accomplishment derived from completing a major openproblem statement are not required. Students are there- ended design project builds the confidence young gradufore deprived of the opportunity to transfer a need into ates will need to tackle large-scale engineering problems
an engineering design problem by developing a problem as professional engineers.
statement and developing design constraints and criteria.

Final-year design projects (or in some cases undergrad-

Such activities can only be oﬀered by open-ended design uate thesis) present an excellent opportunity to incorpoprojects.
Open Ended Design · · ·

rate a major open-ended design project, in which students
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apply the knowledge and experience gained through their in 2000. For most of their lives, game-changing innovacourse of study to create a real-life solution. In the pro- tions like smart phones, social media, and Google were
cess of undertaking an open-ended design project, stu- established norms, and they were raised with the notion
dents also inevitably develop entrepreneurial skills, as they of the next big thing. Social media has exposed them
transform their vision for an engineering solution into re- to and connected them with young engineers across the
ality. To augment entrepreneurial skill development, such world who have created innovative and disruptive prodprojects are often accompanied by a major design sym- ucts with globally significant impacts. At the same time,
posium, where students have the opportunity to pitch by establishing their own social media presence, they are,
their design as a business case to industry experts, en- in a way, already making a mark on the world. By cretrepreneurs, capital ventures, and accelerator and incu- ating platforms centered on themselves and their interbator center representatives. This may lead to students ests, young engineers are comfortable with the idea that
being asked to develop a business case for their product, their voice matters, that their ideas are important, and
and allows them to see the opportunities they can seize by that they should be putting themselves out there. Engitaking their design idea to a professional level. Such op- neering education has an important role to play in fosterportunities give students exposure to and familiarity with ing the skills they will need to undertake ambitious enthe kinds of activities involved in industrial settings in deavours. There are many examples of excellent compageneral and entrepreneurial pursuits in particular. This nies that demonstrate what is possible when students of
aspect of open-ended design is particularly important in this generation are provided with strong training through
a place like Iran, where students tend to be reluctant to outcome-based engineering programs.

Canadian com-

venture away from academia. The vast majority of stu- panies Thalmic labs (www.thalmic.com), and Clearpath
dents who complete an undergraduate engineering degree Robotics (www.clearpathrobotics.com) are two such exin Iran will continue on to graduate studies, with most amples: both were born out of University of Waterloo
eventually completing a PhD and working in academia. fourth-year design projects. These multi-million dollar
While the importance of having talented, hard-working companies have had substantial commercial success and
engineers in research positions should not be downplayed, are releasing products that are having widespread impacts
a strong research community must exist alongside a thriv- across sectors. Thalmic Labs is changing the way we ining industrial sector. Training in open-ended design, and teract with our devices, and their wearable tech products
the associated entrepreneurial skills, has a critical role to have been called revolutionary [12]. Through their innoplay in preparing students to take on the most challenging vative robotic technology, Clearpath Robotics oﬀers auissues facing our societies, whether through research, or tomation solutions and a range of services, which are havthrough more practical applications, for example, through ing drastic impacts on defense, mining, and agriculture.
the private sector.

Snap and Tap30, a ride-sharing app, are similar successful
examples of start-ups by young Iranian engineering grad-

5

uates, and demonstrate the potential of the talent pool

CONCLUSION

of young engineers in Iran to innovate solutions to the
The millennium generation are the next cohort of engi- societal challenges they identify. A common attitude of
neering students: the majority of students entering under- this generation can be summarized by one of our recent
graduate programs in the 2018 academic year were born Mechatronics Engineering graduates: if we do not estabOpen Ended Design · · ·
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lish our own start-up company to seek solutions to the

[9] R. Brydges, A. Dubrowski, and G. Regehr A new

major needs of society, then we have failed the program

concept of unsupervised learning:

we have gone through. This generation is ready to tackle

guided learning in the health professions. Acad. Med.,

big challenges; the engineering education programs have

85(10), S49S55, 2010.

an important responsibility to equip them with the tools

Directed self-

[10] A. P. Sanoﬀ, Engineers for All Seasons, Prism, 12(5),

they will need to realize a healthier, more equitable, and

30-33, 2003.

more connected society.
[11] P. Johnson, Problem-Based, Cooperative Learning in
the Engineering Classroom, Journal of Professional
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